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Learn the difference between a farrow and a barrow, and what distinguishes a weanling from a
yearling. Country and city mice alike will delight in Julia Rothman’s charming illustrated guide to
the curious parts and pieces of rural living. Dissecting everything from the shapes of squash
varieties to how a barn is constructed and what makes up a beehive to crop rotation patterns,
Rothman gives a richly entertaining tour of the quirky details of country life. Also available in this
series: Nature Anatomy, Nature Anatomy Notebook, Ocean Anatomy, and Food Anatomy. 

"This book is right up my alley. Not only does the subject matter interest me, but it's a visual
treat." (P. Allen Smith)"The book is entertaining and colorful -- and deceptively full of
facts." (Journal Sentinel)"The book she wrote was her way of teaching herself about farming.
The result is a kind of Country Life 101 textbook, graced with warmth and good humor." (Dallas
Morning News)"It's a glorious celebration of life in the country, one that I can enjoy not only by
myself but also with my kids." (Dooce)"...this book is amazing for child or adult, young farmer or
the "farmer wannabe." I loved it just for the nostalgic trip down memory lane." (Press
Republican) "Utterly charming and thoroughly researched, Farm Anatomy is one of those rare
treats that speak to your eyes and your heart, and in the process manage to expand your
mind." (The Atlantic)From the Back CoverBantams and Buckwheat, Hackles and HarrowsTalk
the talk of the country with Julia Rothman's entertaining and informative visual tour of life on the
farm. Her drawings, diagrams, step-by-step sequences, and dissections reveal everything from
the parts of a milking machine and the anatomy of a pig to how to plow a field and shear a
sheep. You'll be delighted by how much there is to discover.About the AuthorJulia Rothman is a
highly acclaimed contemporary illustrator and author of several best-selling books, including
Nature Anatomy, Farm Anatomy, Ocean Anatomy, Food Anatomy, Nature Anatomy Notebook,
and Wildlife Anatomy. Her illustrated column, Scratch, is featured biweekly in the Sunday New
York Times. Clients for her illustrations and pattern designs include Target, the Washington Post,
MTA Arts & Design, and more.  She lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.Read more
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The Julia Rothman Collection: Farm Anatomy, Nature Anatomy, and Food Anatomy Botanicum:
Welcome to the Museum



LC, “lovely illustrations. I bought this book for a bridal shower gift for a friend who wants to have a
hobby farm. I skimmed through it and thought the illustrations were awesome and the content
was great. My friend and her now husband loved the book. *I had originally saw this book in a
gift shop for nearly $20 more than I purchased it for on Amazon. I'm so glad I took the time to
look.”

JK, “Colorful, Engaging, Entertaining & Educational. I bought this book as a gift for a friend, but
after receiving it and looking through it, I decided to hang on to for just another day or two. I
enjoyed Ms. Rothman's book so much, I bought several copies for several friends (yes, I kept the
first one I received). I left this book on a counter in the house, and everyone in my family read
through it, as well as neighbors and friends who stopped by. I was constantly amazed at the
luminous reaction of those who leafed through the book - followed with a request to borrow it.
This book is so visually inspiring, you'll want to rototill your soil right away.Ms. Rothman's book is
visual romp through all of the possibilities for your own "farm," whether is a bunch of acres or
your suburban backyard, there's a lot to be gleaned. It's full of practical advice and information
from getting the ground ready for a garden, to planting (and plant parts identification), animal
husbandry, construction projects (even a barn), knots, beekeeping and it's sprinkled with recipes
throughout including a whole chapter focusing on the kitchen (you need to know what you can
do with your bounty). She even gives a bit of info on other uses of your harvest such as natural
dyes, spinning yarn, even winemaking (dandelion wine - now I can put those nasty weeds to a
good use!). The super plus side, no fancy tools, equipment or gadgets are needed - it's pure
simplicity. If you ever dreamed of living on a farm or have that itch to get your hands into the dirt,
Ms. Rothman's book lowers the hurdle and gives you the confidence to get going. You'll definitely
put the book down, the boots on and charge out into the yard with a "yes, I can do that!" attitude.
And if this isn't you, but someone you know, this would make a memorable gift!”

Stefani N, “Love this book. Bought this for my kids, for homeschool, but I think I’ve read it more
than they have. It’s a great resource with beautiful illustrations.”

Valerie S., “Delightful Information. Although this book is geared towards kids, I found it highly
entertaining and so informative. I will definitely use this as a resource book while building my tiny
farm!”

ninny8, “Beautiful. Daughter (12) borrowed one from this collection from the library and fell in
love so we ordered all 4. (Nature & Ocean being her favorites). Simple but beautiful illustrations.
Note, there are some areas written in cursive and might frustrate any youngins who never
learned it. Mine has but the font is a little sloppy on some letters here & there but she was sble to
figure them out or ask for clarification of she couldn't. Even recommended this collection to a



couple friends.”

stephanie, “Love the illustrations. Julia Rothman books are always winners at our house. We
love the illustrations. The info is short and sweet so we supplement with other books. The only
qualm is the ' handwritten' parts are sometimes hard to read. A fun typeset is nice, but one that
is easier to read would be even better.”

Kristi Crabtree, “A beautiful book. I love these books. They are beautifully illustrated and full of
useful information.”

Trish, “I love these books. I plan to use this with my future kindergartener’s homeschool studies.
We love all of these books. I highly recommend adding them to your home library.”

Lykaios, “Rather like Nature Anatomy. Rather like Nature Anatomy, this book is a mix of very brief
information and bright, clear illustrations about different things on and about a farm. It includes
stuff about various common farm animals and how to care for them, fruit and food production
and harvest, types of tractors, recipes, canning procedure, tree identification, how to stack
wood, types of barns -- all sorts in a very brief dipping-your-toes-in kind of way. It's very America-
centric, as Nature Anatomy also is, and it also uses the same clear font and hard-to-read cursive
handwriting which makes this book not so great for children despite its bite-size and friendly
illustrations that would otherwise make it good for children. Some of the information is a little off
(such as the Shephard's Pie recipe containing beef rather than lamb -- she meant Cottage pie),
and I didn't think the organisation of this book was as good as it is in Nature Anatomy. It felt odd
to have read all the plants, veggies, and fruit sections to then move on to meat and animal types,
to then only go back to veg canning, storing. Similarly, the final chapter about yarn would
probably have been better in with the information about sheep/goats, where it would have been
more relevant and not just tacked on the end. But overall, an interesting read, and I can certainly
appreciate how long it must have taken to put a book like this together.”

Monique, “Great book!. Great book - beautifully designed and well written with lots of information
of a value. I bought it for my 10-year old son who is going to live in the countryside in ten years
time. ;-) It's a perfect buy not only for "village people", but for those who appreciate interesting
and well managed ideas. Also for children in love with animals, plants, and machines.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautifully illustrated. Really lovely book for my farming mad son aged
10. The illustrations are beautiful, and it is full of great information, I would definitely recommend
this book.”

Sara Brown, “The best book in the series.. Great book, all you need to know about farms,
including recipes, and how to spin wool!”



kathquaide, “Thrilling. Beautiful illustrations and interesting articles for pretend farmers. Sadly
many of the references are american so not that useful to European readers.”

The book by Julia Rothman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,353 people have provided feedback.
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